Sample Copyright Permission Request

Dear [author’s name],

I am a University of New Brunswick graduate student completing my Doctoral dissertation / Master’s thesis entitled “………………..”. I am seeking permission to include the following materials in my thesis:

[provide detailed citation information of the materials you wish to use along with an explanation of how you wish to use them]

An electronic version of my dissertation / thesis will be available through the UNB Libraries search pages. I will also be granting Library and Archives Canada a non-exclusive license to reproduce, loan, distribute, or sell single copies of my dissertation / thesis by any means and in any format.

Full publication details and a copy of this permission letter will be included in the dissertation / thesis.

Yours sincerely,

[your name]

Permission is granted for:

a) the inclusion of the material described above in your thesis.
b) the materials described above to be included in the copy of your work sent to the Library and Archives Canada for reproduction and distribution.

Name: ________________________________ Title: ________________________________
Signature: ___________________________ Date: ________________________________

* This form reproduces information developed by the Dalhousie Faculty of Graduate Studies in Copyright Release Request Letter. Web. 1 June 2013.